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bytes. // // The provided
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correctness, but there is no
guarantee. // Use with caution.

package sanitize import ( "bytes"
"crypto/aes" "crypto/cipher"

"crypto/sha256" "encoding/hex"
"fmt" "io"

"golang.org/x/crypto/nacl/secretbox"
"golang.org/x/crypto/subtle" ) //
Cipherable is the interface for

objects that can be encrypted in a
stream // of bytes. type Cipherable
interface { encrypt(key, iv []byte)

([]byte, error) decrypt(key, iv []byte)
([]byte, error) } // SecretBox is the
interface for objects which can be

encrypted with a //
secretbox.mulv.Sealed box and a
nonce in a stream of bytes. type

SecretBox interface { encrypt(mulv,
nonce []byte) ([]byte, error) } //

Secret is the interface for objects
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which can be encrypted with a //
secretbox.mulv.Sealed box and a
nonce in a stream of bytes. type

Secret interface { SecretBox
Encrypt(mulv, nonce []byte) ([]byte,
error) } // SecretAES is the interface
for objects which can be encrypted

with AES. type SecretAES interface {
Secret AESKeySize(num int) error
Encrypt(iv, nonce []byte) ([]byte
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